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Cheers!

Danny

We are surrounded by great news for the past few weeks!
First of all, congratulations to PP Sally Luk on the Grand
Opening of her clinic at Mira Place, TST! Many Rotarians
came to this Grand Opening on 8 October to celebrate with
Sally on this important step in her career. We are thrilled! On
24 September, we witnessed another important life event of
our fellow Rotarian Gabriel – who got married to his lovely
wife, Raina. Our best wishes go to the newlywed!

25 September is also a meaningful and insightful day as we had our “Serve & Celebrate” Party organized by
Team 3. The "Serve & Celebrate" took place at Dignity Kitchen Hong Kong 香港厨尊 which is a famous social
enterprise with a view to empowering the disadvantaged through culinary training on delicious Singaporean
cuisine. On the event day, we started off by packing and distributing Bento boxes to the underprivileged,
followed by a tour around the spacious Dignity Kitchen, which is located on Shanghai Street, Mongkok. Just
when you think the food served in a social enterprise would have no surprise in taste and all, the Buffet Lunch

offered there will prove you
wrong. The Hainan Chicken
(海南雞), laksa (叻沙) and even
kopi ( 南 洋 咖 啡 ) were all
Singaporean delicacies and
they were delightful additions
to this birthday celebration
cum service event.

More service events for the coming few weeks: the Rotary End Polio Walkathon on 22 October will take place in
Cyberport in continuing the efforts to eradicate the polio disease. On 27 October, we will have a thank you
dinner for the service partners. More physical events coming up soon. Stay tuned!



EDITOR SAYS I celebrated my birthday last month (and so did quite a number of Tai Po
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Rotarians) and had the occasions of catching up with a few good friends. A couple
of them who are about my age or maybe slightly older, said that they recently feel
lost from time to time. They said there appears a lot for them to do and they in fact
are doing quite a lot; but as they busy themselves with this, that and what not, they
query why they do what they are doing. That’s when I almost blurted out, "Friend, is
this your midlife crisis?"

When exactly is “middle age”? Since having reached my 30s, I often
read about people saying “40s is the new 30s” and new terms like
"kidult" which combines ‘kid’ and ‘adult’ to provide a stylish name (or
excuse) for those who are not growing up or who do not wish to grow up.
To tell others "I am a kidult" seems to explain all actions or justify all
inactions.

However, the kidult in those days have reached late 50s and over; and the same group of people now call
themselves "young old". I guess that’s a tactic to delay aging - or so they thought. Even with all such terms and
descriptions, one can only call a spade a spade; so that when the time comes and your body sends signals of aging,
you just have to admit that you have aged. Our knowledgeable Prof. Dr. C M Yu had been called to tend to a number
of our members, and some not only once. C M’s wife Dr. Joan Ng also advised members and spouses on eye
problems mostly as a result of degeneration. Former members like orthopaedic surgeon Dr. Patrick Yung and
physiotherapist Gorman Ngai were also often consulted and asked to help. Aren’t these incidents very telling
already? (By the way, congratulations to our surgeon Dr. Sally Luk having started her private practice.)

Moreover, seeing members’ kids growing to be fine adults is the
real Mirror Mirror on the Wall. When Natalie’s Elizabeth turns
from the little squealing kid running around to a graceful fine
young lady; Wanda no longer worrying about pigtail Chloe’s
getting into which profession but how she now works and
flourishes in the business of graphic design; Frankie and

Creamy’s Kam Tung having given birth to
their grandson Enzo; K F’s missing his
daughter Chloe’s graduation from
university; Kenneth visiting son Dr. John in
Australia …. Who can seriously continue to
brandish about staying young and not
aging.

The reason why there is a crisis in middle age is probably because the body and the mind attempt a last struggle
against the emotional distress, if it can be so called, caused by passing youth - before eventually admitting to getting
old. In time to come, I suppose one will find a way to reconcile the discrepancies between facts and imaginations;
and everyone will find his/her unique answer to the crisis. It is just a question of how soon or how long it takes.



From Rotary Great Britain & Ireland website Sep. 2022

ondon Rotarian Judith Diment has met the Royal Family a number of times as Rotary’s
representative to the Commonwealth. Here Judith reflects on the life and times of Queen Elizabeth II.
L
Rotarian shares memories of the Queen ROTARY

INFORMATION
“
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I remember the day Her Majesty acceded the throne in 1952 on the death of her
father George VI. As I was leaving my primary school in Gilwern in Breconshire,
Wales I saw a billboard outside the newsagents saying KING DEAD – it was so stark,
so unexpected and so sad.

A year later, I watched the new Queen’s coronation at my aunt’s house on a 12-inch
black and white television and later on Pathe News in colour at the cinema in
Abergavenny, the images indelibly imprinted in my memory but never dreaming that
one day I would meet her.

In 1981, I was working at the Natural History Museum in London and had the privilege of meeting HM The
Queen and The Duke of Edinburgh who were there to celebrate the museum’s centenary.

In 2004, I joined the Rotary Club of Windsor St George where the Duke of Edinburgh was an Honorary member
and I met the Duke many times. In 2012, the year of The Queen’s Diamond Jubilee, I was asked by the Windsor
& Eton Society to help organise a fitting memorial in Windsor which was supported by Windsor Rotary clubs.
(Judith became 2012-13 District 1090 Governor and transferred to the Rotary Club of Maidenhead Thames in
2016)

In October of that year, The Queen unveiled the sculpture in Windsor’s King Edward Court and I met her again. The Queen was
delighted with the sculpture and it has become a focal point for photos for visitors to Windsor.

In 2013, I was appointed Rotary Representative to the Commonwealth and every year since, on Commonwealth Day, I have
been privileged to attend the Commonwealth Day Reception, attended by HM The Queen, the Duke of Edinburgh and, in recent
years, by King Charles III.

Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth has been a steadfast, inspirational presence throughout my entire life.

Rotary International recognised Her Majesty The Queen in December 2013 with the
Rotary International Award of Honour to celebrate the 60th anniversary of her
Coronation. I took the award to Buckingham Palace with Rotary International Director,
Mike Webb, on behalf of Rotary International President Ron Burton.

Her Majesty The Queen, who graciously accepted the prestigious honour, has been a
supporter of Rotary’s polio eradication and humanitarian programmes. She sent her
good wishes for the year ahead to all Rotary club members in Great Britain and Ireland

In fact, in June 2022, then HRH Prince Charles (now King
Charles III) was also presented with this Rotary Award of
Honour by 2021-22 RI President Shekhar Mehta in recognition
of his longstanding focus on nature-based solutions to address
the climate crisis.

and throughout the Commonwealth and applauded Rotary for
its polio eradication program and advocacy efforts.



A look back of our club’s past activities by topic 
PETER LAMFLASHBACK

Scarlet Li took over as President from Gary Yeung at
their installation on Sep. 2018 at HK Productivity
Centre. A Professional Development talk by
representative of HK Seeing Eye Dog Services with
the presence of guide dog Toffee followed the
ceremony.

Gabriel Kwan took over presidency from Tony Luk at
their installation on Sep. 2015 in Royal Plaza Hotel.
Aren’t we glad and proud of Gabriel who had since
joined our Satellite Club as CP and is now a married
man who will become our club future leader!

Rotarians and Rotaractors from our Club and the District turned up in good numbers to support our Rotaract Club of Tai
Po’s installation at KCC in Sept. 2010 when Goldi Mak became President during Frankie’s year as President. IPP Wilson
Woo and our senior members should recognize our strong youth team, familiar faces like Jodhy Mak, James Cheng (both
doctors), Stanley Siu, Sheena Cheng (ambassadorial scholar) Alan Yip (successful IT entrepreneur) and Alex Fan (now

2019-20 President KF Tam and several of us were
there to witness Henry Yau installed as President
of our Rotaract Club at a venue in Central on Sep.
2019. Wu Yee Sun Rotaractors joined us too!
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2018

2017-18 President Roger So, Youth Chair Wilson Woo
and our 2 PDGs at their installation at InnoCentre,
Kowloon Tong when Gary Yeung took over as
President fromMaxine Cheung.

2019

2015

2017

2012

Police Chief Inspector)



Serve & Celebrate
25 September 2022

Claire Mak
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September boasts the most birthday boys
and girls in RCTP and there used to be special
celebrations in years past. This time, Team 3
wishes to not only continue with the tradition but
also combining service with fellowship as we
celebrate the natal day. The result is a
meaningful and enjoyable “Serve & Celebrate”
event on Sunday 25th September 2022 at Dignity
Kitchen.

Dignity Kitchen is situated at Second floor, 618
Shanghai Street, Mongkok. The building itself is a
revitalised mall on a strip of tong lau which had
been painstakingly restored with modern
additions. Dignity Kitchen aims to infuse and
restore dignity to those differently-abled and
disadvantaged through skills training, job
placement and integration.
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8 young volunteers led the start of the service event. They washed hands and put on
hair nets before sharing the work of scooping rice, adding in cooked meat & vegetable,
and placing lids onto bento boxes. Together, they had packed a total of 170 bento
boxes. 70 of those boxes were then distributed to those in need who lined up right
underneath the building at Shanghai Street. The rest of the bento boxes were boxed
up and transported to be given out to the underprivileged/low-income families in Tai
Kok Tsui.
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The majority of our members and
families and Wu Yee Sun Rotaractors
arrived around noon time and were
given a guided tour of Dignity Kitchen,
one group being led by visually
impaired Ming; and the other by their
Assistant GM Ryan. We witnessed
how the SEN students/workers were
engaged to host food stalls, prepare
food and drinks; and the special
tools/installations given to assist
them in discharging their work. Along
the way, we noticed numerous praises
and notes of encouragements stuck to
the walls and windows of the venue.

Then came the celebrations. Not only did we wish
September birthday boys and girls many happy returns, we
also celebrated with Natalie and Lawso their wedding
anniversary which falls on 25 September! We had two
Pandan Cakes with which to blow candles and cut in
unison.
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Then buffet lunch of SE Asian food was served: rojak,
samosa, spring roll, Hainanese Chicken, curry beef
brisket, curry vegetables, shrimp laksa … Nanyang

After a full meal, it was time for a
couple of games to work off the extra
calories. IPP Wilson designed 2
games: “Flying Planes” and “Clap 7”.
They are easy games to play (at least
it’s not as mentally demanding as
Wilson-styled BINGO) and elicited a lot
of laughter. Before we dispersed, every
participant got a pack of Dignity
Kitchen cookies. Sweet!

Team 3 (leader IPP Wilson, PDG
Anthony, PP Claire and Rtn. Sincere)
hopes everyone gets something
positive out of this event and once
again, happy birthday September
birthday boys and girls!

coffee/tea … and of
course pandan cake.
Some members could not
resist the food stall
temptation and
additionally bought ka
yang toast, pakutei … etc.
to try out.



IDK I don’t know
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Modern Day English
Dr. Ronald Chung

When PP Claire asked me to write an article for RCTP, “I oblige”. Now in this sentence, everyone in our group knows what
PP and RCTP refers to.

Now a test to the long time Tai Post supporters (yes, being in education business, one of our skill is to test what people
have read). What does JK mean in Japanese? (Hint: PP Peter’s article on school uniform, May 2022 issue, circa, p. 6.) For
those of you who cannot recall, pls help the red box in your next meeting, think four way test… thx.

Let’s start with probably among the first ever… SOS: do you know not what it means, but what it stands for? Apparently,
Save Our Ship

Most of us probably know (have used) the followings (alphabetically)

BRB Be Right Back OMG OH MY GOD
BTW By the way TBC this has been used even in our club’s own 

PowerPoint… to be confirmed
GTG Got to Go THX I just used this above (thanks)
LOL Laugh out Loud TTYL Talk to you later
OIC (like it sounds) Oh, I See

You might have come across these ones as well.

For the old Rotarians…,

For the new Rotarians…, that would be close to before you
were born, so your response would likely be…

BFF Best Friends Forever (or in Rotary terms… “Be A Friend”?)

ICYMI In case you missed it… “Be A Friend” was the Rotary 
International theme for 1994 – 95.

In the (good?) old days, we were trained to write properly (and we
have quite a few good “old” English writers in our club, with CP
Donald and PDG Anthony taking the lead), when articles were drafted
and rewritten, and re-drafted and re-written before being shared with
the readers. Not so much in today’s world. Messages were tapped
into computer or cell phone (virtual) keyboards and you hit the send
key as soon as you finished typing (eh… tapping, actually). Moreover
(anyone still uses this word?), the body of the message is filled with

“words” that most of our club members may not understand (or have seen before). And for those who want to brush up on
Kids’ English after reading CP Donald’s forwarded message on Oldies’ Texting Codes (7th October), I thought, to help bring
the club up to date, I shall research the internet a bit and get us some new vocabularies (apparently, getting a reasonable
collection of these vocabularies is not that easy a task).
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Either way, it’s

Then, there are the more challenging ones

How about…

And ladies and gentlemen,

If your reaction to the above has…

I would

My advice to you would be…

xoxo kisses and hugs 
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WDYM What do you mean?

AFK away from keyboard? 
AFAIK as far as I know, AFK got popular since covid and zoom… 

IMHO in my humble opinion, that’s what’s happening today 
IRL In real life

ORLY Oh really

SMH shake my head

SRSLY seriously
TBH To be honest, you probably need to catch up a bit.
WDYT What do you think?
HTH hope this helps
LMK Let me know
SYS see you soon (used in snap chat)
SWAK Sealed with a kiss

Imagine the good old days of having the typing pool to type
messages?

NP no problem
PPL people
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Church Wedding of Raina & Gabriel
24 September 2022

Claire Mak

Gabriel has given RCTP reasons to be grateful. Ever since joining our club and thus turning a Rotarian, Gabriel brings in
the following merits. He brings down our average age substantially, he provides us a potential choice of PE and recently,
he did a marriage blessing ceremony at St. Teresa’s Church.

It was a sunny Saturday on 24 September 2022 and
Tai Po Rotarians inclusive of CP Donald, PDG
Anthony and Mary, CDS Natalie, DT Louis, Pres.
Danny, PPs Peter, Claire, Vikky, IPP Wilson … etc
gathered to celebrate the church wedding of Gabriel
and Raina. Also present were Rotaractors (Gabriel’s
brother) Pres. Dominic, PP Henry Yau and PE
Katherine So, and our Satellite Club member Gary
Yeung and son baby Isaac.

The graceful bride was brought down the aisle by her father and handed over to a cheery Gabriel. Rev. Ngai performed a
lively ceremony and there were choir singing and bible reading. After the lovely couple had exchanged marriage vows,
they put rings on each other and signed the agreement to seal their nuptial commitment. The couple then each shared
their heartfelt gratitude to family and friends before being ushered out of the church premises for the long-awaited taking
of group photos. Congratulations Gabriel and Raina!



After attending the grand
opening of DAG Sally’s clinic,
most of our members joined our
team building activities at the
Spanish restaurant nearby, EL
CID at Knutsford Terrace where
we booked for dinner fellowship
event at night. Organising the
fellowship event in October was
taken up by Team 5 as appointed
by our fellowship director, PP
Armstrong. Team 5 members
consists of CDS Natalie, DAG
Sally, CM and me.
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Ole! Ole! Ole!  Spanish Night
8 October 2022

KF Tam

Team Building
For the team building event, I facilitated participating
members to draw one part of another member’s
face, then passed the drawing to another member
sitting at the right hand side to draw more, passed on
to another for drawing again until completion of the
whole picture. So the picture of each member was
drawn by the group of members collectively.

Even though some pictures deviated from the actual
look, I’d say it is the image of how the members saw
you and should be accepted.
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Finally we encouraged members of the group to give some critical
feedbacks to the members by writing on the back of the pictures; and
these created a lot of touching moments when all members had to share
with us the most impactful comment that they have received. This event
ended with joy and laughter and the members had more understanding of
one another.

Dinner was Served
Following the team building event, the Spanish Dinner started at 7:00pm with
around 20 members participating. CDS Natalie selected the good food and we
enjoyed very much with the good wine brought to the venue.
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The dinner was not only entertaining but also educational. PP Louis was
invited to be the speaker on the Investment and Current Financial market.
We only assigned to him 15 minutes; but as usual, he spoke double of the
time allocated.

He was followed by Dr. CM who shared with us a
health talk on the current hot topic about COVID.

We all enjoyed very much the gathering that
night with good food, fun and laughter. I had
also learned a lot from our team members
as well as other members participating in
this fellowship event. We look forward to
participating in the next fellowship event in
November which is CP’s Birthday dinner….
Yeah!
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24th Installation Ceremony of Rotaract Club of Tai Po
9 October 2022

President Katherine So, RAC Taipo

As the number of Covid-19 positive cases surged
to some 8000+ per day in September, I was
concerned that social gathering restrictions
might be tightened and that the Installation
Ceremony might have to be rescheduled.
Fortunately, the number of positive cases
gradually reduced over the past 2 weeks, and the
24th Installation Ceremony of the Rotaract Club
of Tai Po was successfully held on 9 October
2022.

This year, the Installation Ceremony took place
at iBakery Café, a restaurant operated by a social
enterprise that situates at Tamar Park. We are
honoured to have the presence of esteemed
guests, including DG Norman, PDG Anthony,
DRC Henry, DDRR Merlot, ADRR Eliza, as well as mother club president Danny, IPP
Wilson. Representatives from Rotary Satellite Club of Tai Po and our sister club
Rotaract Club of WYS were also in attendance of the Installation.

I note that many Rotarians, families and friends had also attended the Installation.
Although PP Tsubaki San was not able to attend due to prior engagement, he gifted us
10 bottles of wine in celebration of the Installation Ceremony for which we are much
appreciative of.

The Rotaract Club of Tai
Po (RACTP) had a joyful
and fruitful year under the
leadership of Immediate
Past President Dominic
Kwan. Despite social
changes, RACTP never
stops its commitment to
serve and contribute to the
society. In upholding the
vision “Polaris-remain
constant in the changing
world”, RACTP organized
various activities including
soap recycling, Tai Kwun
visit and hiking.
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In line with Rotary International’s theme “Imagine Rotary”, the theme for RACTP this year is
“Canvas-create unlimited possibilities”. A canvas is a common and affordable tool for
painting. With imagination and creativity, an artist can convert an ordinary plain canvas into
remarkable pieces of artwork. RACTP serves as a means for everyone to develop their potential
and express their creativity, realize ideas and create unlimited possibilities. With this mind,
RACTP plans to hold events that inspires creativity and imagination among the community.

Once again, I would like to express my gratitude to mother club’s constant involvement and support to RACTP. Without
mother club’s support and guidance, the Installation Ceremony would not be as bustling and successful. I would also like
to take this opportunity to thank my board members for their hard work in organizing and preparing this Installation
Ceremony, without which the Installation Ceremony could not have taken place. Last but not least, I am very much
grateful for my family’s love and support for me in becoming the President, and I strive to lead RACTP to achieve its
mission of “creating unlimited possibilities” for our members and the community.

Professional Development Director
Past President Henry Yau

Classification: 
Philanthropic Foundation 

President 
Katherine So

Classification: 
Legal Services

Immediate Past President
Dominic Kwan
Classification: 

Accounting

External Vice President/
Treasurer
Jacky Lee

Classification: 
Corporate Finance 

Internal Vice President
Jimmy Ho

Classification: 
Accounting

Community Service Director
Jade Chan

Classification: 
Marketing

Club Service Director 
Kiki Yeung

Classification: 
Music - Piano
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Book Recommendation: 
The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue

Elizabeth Law, 
daughter of CDS Natalie

A wonderfully unforgettable tale about a young woman doomed
to be forgotten, The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue is a story of love,
loss, and wonder. In order to escape her marriage in early
eighteenth-century France, the protagonist of this novel, Addie
LaRue, strikes a Faustian bargain with an enigmatic god.
Everyone she encounters is to forget her in exchange for her
immortality. She strikes the deal with the devil out of despair and
a longing for more, trading her soul for immortality and a life of
freedom. Three centuries later, Addie has learned to survive, but
she continues to lead a largely invisible life. One day, she enters
a little bookstore in New York City, where she meets a man and
hears the fateful words, "I remember you.“

This book tells the story of what it means to be remembered
while also conveying a strong message about resilience and
perseverance wrapped in engrossing prose. The main themes of
this novel are existential dread, female invisibility, and dealing
with the devil.

Concentrating on the theme of existential dread, this book investigates existentialism in the literal sense by asking
what existence actually entails. If there is no proof that we exist, do we even exist? After the deal is made, Addie’s
entire life is to be there in the moment and washed away from memory for eternity. If no one can recall you being
there, were you really there? If people are unaware of your existence, do you still exist?

This novel is written from a third-person limited narrative who
alternately focuses on Addie and Henry's points of view. This is
because they both concealed secrets from the world and
experienced a number of traumas that contributed to their
insecurities and fears.
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The invisible life of Addie Larue was the most enchanting story I have ever read. I’ve never been left speechless
by a book, but I can now proudly say that this book has. The plot, characters, and even the setting captivated
me. From the first page, you’re drawn into a beautiful and complex story that you can’t put down. It keeps you
on the edge of your seat. The main characters are so well described it’s like you know them, but better than you
know anyone because it’s told by an omniscient narrator so you can peer into their thoughts. The world building
is phenomenal as it jumps between parts of Addie's life. Reading about Henry's inner turmoil will have you
finding yourself connecting with his character. Then of course there's Luc, this wonderful creature of night that's
meant to be the villain of this story but had me liking him. I not only enjoyed this book, once reading it I came out
with a sense of awe, pondering what it means to live and the desire to not waste a second of my life. I've been
thinking about it all week since I read it.

However, the plot hasn't developed past the point indicated on the book cover even by the halfway mark. At
first, the story begins with Addie sleeping with a man who, the next day, doesn't remember her, which was great.
However, as it went on, it went into great detail about her meeting someone else and then another, who are all
strangers to her and don't remember her. This is when I started to grow impatient. Similarly, Addie's
introduction to learning how to leave her stamp on the world was captivating and exciting. But after the author
has made this point ten times, I lost interest in it significantly.

The personality of Addie LaRue almost seems childish. Although the book claims she has been alive for more
than 300 years, her personality doesn't show it. She just had a kind of weightlessness that made me wish she

had a more developed personality, with more focused hobbies
or aspirations. The only thing that could've been different, in
my opinion, is the repetitiveness and lack of wisdom coming
from a character who is more than 300 years old.

Out of the many quotes from this novel, the best one in my
opinion is “Blink and the years fall away like leaves.” This past
year has emphasized the value of making the most of the time
that you have. This quote serves as a reminder that we can't
control how long we live, so we need to give our journey
purpose. Even if we cannot stop time, if we live life to its
fullest and make a difference while we are alive, we won’t
have any regrets.



PP Peter Lam won the bottle
of Glenmorangie Single
Malt Whisky which PP Ron
offered for raffle draw.
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19 September 2022

eeting
Marketing expert Mr. Mark Kong gave a lively presentation on “How to utilize the
strength of youth to enhance the future era of working remotely.” He identified
the current problems faced by us, who are at the more senior/management level,
which includes lacking sensitiveness about new trends and the promotion media etc.
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Young people, even though they may lack
experience, may supply the cost-effective
force to fill the gap if they are given the
opportunity to learn the skill-set and
encouragement to be creative within
basic parameters.

What Mr. Mark Kong advocated is in line with the idea behind his
collaboration with Salvation Army Tai Po Integrated Service for Young
people whose Team leader Frankie Lam Chi Hing who came especially
for the talk.

IPP Wilson and Pres. Danny raised questions for our Speaker.
Our very own
marketing
teacher PP Dr.
Ronald Chung
offered an
equally lively
Vote of
Thanks to our
speaker.

Another round of September
Birthday Celebration for the
many September birthday boys
and girls.

IPP Wilson Woo shed some
light on his plans for the 22
October End Polio Walk.
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3 October 2022
IPP Wilson stood in for President Danny who could not make it to chair
the meeting.
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Old friend PP WH Fok of RC
Peninsula South visited us on this
occasion.

When award winning Architect Mr. Cary Lau spoke to us “About Architecture”, rather getting too technical, he chose to
show us the products, and explained how he combined daily
observations, history and culture of the vicinity and of course
clients’ wishes into his designs. It was quite an eye-opener for
us and we had had a good time listening to how Cary made use
of site orientation, different building materials, colour schemes
and even religious gimmicks to beef up his designs.

The interesting talk on Architecture
elicited a number of queries from
members and family like Wilson,
Joan, Jules, Claire and KF who asked
questions ranging from the necessary
attributes to qualify as an architect,
safety measures, liaison with
government departments, comparison
with development of architectural
services in the mainland, working with
Interior designers, designing vs
managerial duties … etc. Cary and his
wife Kit Man duly fielded the
questions.

On behalf of the
club, Rtn. Jules gave
a Vote of Thanks.

C M gave a box of Tottori
Japanese pears for raffle draw
and lucky PP Ron happily
claimed the prize.

PP Ron represented himself and
Rtn. Sincere to receive well wishes
and cut birthday cake in
celebration of October birthdays .
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Average attendance: 68.2%
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Dennis LoDennis LoDennis LoDennis Lo

Sincere YipSincere YipSincere YipSincere Yip

CM YUCM YUCM YUCM YU

PP Wilson LamPP Wilson LamPP Wilson LamPP Wilson Lam

UPCOMING EVENTS

The editorial board
Claire Mak
Peter Lam

Tai Post wants to hear from you.
Write in to clairerctp@gmail.com

Tai Post reserves the right to edit articles 
for length and clarity. 

14th

16th
Jacky Sung
Charles Chan

23rd

31st
Ronald Chung
Sincere Yip

Date Time Event Venue
22 OCT
(SAT)

9:00 -
12:30

End Polio Walk and Fellowship
Brunch

Wong Chuk 
Hang to 
Cyberport

13:00 -
16:30

End Polio Ceremony and Carnival Cyberport –
the Podium

27 OCT
(THUR)

19:00 –
21:30

Thank You Dinner Regal 
Kowloon 
Hotel, TST

7 NOV
(MON)

19:00 Regular Meeting Fincher 
Room, KCC,
10 Cox’s Road, 
Jordan

Speaker: Ms. Queenie Kwan
Topic: Brunello di Montalcino -

Wine and Travel in
Tuscany

21 NOV
(MON)

19:00 Regular Meeting Fincher 
Room, KCC,
10 Cox’s Road, 
Jordan

Club Assembly

SEPT 2022
Ronald Chung
Anthony Hung

Jules Jiu
Natalie Kwok

Peter Lam
Danny Lau
Sally Luk

Claire Mak
Armstrong Shea

KF Tam
Vikky Tam
Louis Tang

Wilson Woo
William Yim


